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Once upon a time, there lived a loving family who loved to go to one of the most popular junk 
food restaurants called McDonald`s. They went to McDonald`s twice a week, so this means they 
were quit fat. In the family there are two children one is a boy and the other is a girl the boy is 
called George and the girl is called Bailey. The parents of the two children where called Katie 
and Sam, they were going to McDonald`s for their Dinner, they took the closest bus to High 
Street. They just entered the restaurant when suddenly music started playing and there was 
confetti every where then a weird looking old lady came over to them with the most biggest 
burger the family have ever seen, the old lady looked at the whole family and said to George 
“Take this amazing burger that we made for you, once you eat it you will have three wishes and 
you can wish whatever you like” with those words George decided to try the burger but as soon 
as he took a bite……… DUN! DUN! DUN! 

 

The world was spinning for George he thought “this is the end of my life” but he didn’t believe 
that this was the end of his life, then suddenly the spinning stopped and he sat up just to find 
himself on the ground and it looked red. Then he saw that there was something over him a huge 
ugly bird he thought but it was actually a giant lion pig, it said “come with me and we will try to 
return you back to your own planet Earth” it said to George. But George didn’t go because he 
couldn’t stop thinking about what his family are thinking now that he is gone. Are they happy, 
are they mad at the old lady, thought George. Then George remembered that he had three 
wishes so he wanted to try and see if it was true or not. He said “I wish I had a trillion pounds” 
nothing, then suddenly out of thin air there was a huge bag with a zip on it. When George 
opened it he found the biggest amount of money he has ever seen in real life, then he asked the 
lion pig “What do you wish for?” said George to the lion pig (George also named the lion pig 
Trackula) and Trackula answered “I would love be on you planet for the rest of my life” then 
George did something he never thought would happen he grabbed Trackula and quickly said “I 
wish we were both on planet Earth”…………… DUN! DUN! DUN! 

 

Suddenly both George and Trackula where on planet earth, next to Georges family they all 
screamed in terror when they saw Trackula but when they saw George they all sighed with relief 
and they all said “Where were you George?” and George answered “Long story short I had an 
amazing adventure” they all hugged each other and went home but when they did they found 
whirling portex of sand in the middle of the living room. They all looked at each other and 
decided to go in………. DUN! DUN! DUN! 


